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Appendix A

Literature-based categories of
language problems

I General terms

1 Communication disorders
2 Language development is delayed compared to normal language development
3 Language development deviates from normal language development
4 Not speaking or hardly speaking
II Language production and language comprehension

1 Problems with language production
2 Problems with language comprehension
III Influencing factors on language development

1 Language problems/disorders related to other developmental problems
2 Aphasia
IV Language modalities

1 Problems with syntax
2 Problems with semantics
3 Problems with phonology
4 Problems with pragmatics

Syntax
5 Mixing period: mixing of lexical and syntactical elements of two languages
6 Problems with sentence production (diversity and language utterances)
7 Problems with phrase combinations
8 Problems with sentence structure
9 Problems with sentence comprehension
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10 Problems with comprehension of word order
11 Problems with inflection
12 Problems with the processing of sentences
13 Problems with reflexives

Semantics
14 Small vocabulary
15 Vocabulary of one language of a multilingual child is smaller then the vocabulary of

a Dutch child
16 Code switching; using words of one language in another language
17 Problems with comprehension of words
18 Problems with the meaning of words
19 Problems with word retrieval
20 Problems with naming-flexibility
21 Problems with the relations between meanings
22 Derivation morphology

Phonology
23 Problems with the discriminations between phonemes
24 Problems with the production of phonemes
25 Omissions of phonemes
26 Substitution of phonemes
27 Cluster reduction
28 Changing of phonemes
29 Repetition of phonemes
30 Problems with articulation
31 Stuttering

Pragmatics
32 Problems with the understanding of the correspondence between verbal and non-

verbal information
33 Problems with language use in social context

Meta-linguistics
34 Problems with reflection about language
35 Problems with syntax judgements
36 Problems with self-corrections
37 Dyslexia

Multilingualism
38 Absorption of two languages
39 Consequences of multilingualism

40 No information



Appendix B

Translated questionnaire

The translated Dutch questionnaire for 5 different age groups of children from 12 to 72
months. The symbols “×” and “+” indicate which questions were asked per age group.
The symbol “×” refers to milestones which were always asked per age group, they form
category A. The symbol “+” refers to milestones which were only asked if parents responded
less then two times with “no” on the first category; they form category B.

Questions 12-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-72

1. Does your child produce variation in noise? ×
2. Does your child say “mama” or “papa”? × ×
3. Does your child comprehend “no”? ×
4. Does your child produce single words? ×
5. Is your child able to point at one or more
body parts? (e.g., “Where is your nose?”)

×

6. Does your child say about 10 words in sum? ×
7. Is your child able to point at an object if you
name it?

×

8. Can your child combine two words such as
“papa book” or “look cat”?

× ×

9. Does your child comprehend tasks of 2
words? (e.g., “sit down”)

× ×

10. Can your child make sentences of 3
words? (e.g., “car in garage”)

× × ×

11. Does your child comprehend sentences of
3 words? (e.g., “on the chair”)

+ × × ×

12. Places your child 3 or 4 words in succes-
sion? (e.g., “I wanna have biscuit”)

+ × × × ×

13. Does your child give some colors the cor-
rect name?

+ × × × ×
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Questions 12-23 24-35 36-47 48-59 60-72

14. Does your child make questions? (e.g.,
“What is that?”)

+ × × × ×

15. Does a sentence mostly have the right
word order?

+ × × × ×

16. Does your child say words that say some-
thing about other words, such as “large” in the
sentence “a large house”?

× × ×

17. Can your child repeat a story by some pic-
tures?

+ × × ×

18. Does your child sometimes tell a story
spontaneously? (e.g., something about school)

+ × × ×

19. Does your child generally make correct
plurals, such as “mice” instead of “mouses”?

+ × ×

20. Do you understand about a half of your
child’s speech?

+ ×

21. Does your child make correct past tense,
such as “sat” instead of “sitted”?

+ × ×

22. Does your child make long sentences?
(e.g., “when the sun sets, it gets dark”)

+ × × ×

23. Do you understand about three-quarter of
your child’s speech?

+ ×

24. Does your child talk like an adult (qua lan-
guage use)?

+ ×

25. Does your child comprehend 2 or more
tasks in succession? (e.g., “First, you have to
tidy your toys before you can play outside”)

×

26. Do you understand about everything of
your child’s speech?

+ ×




